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A complete unification algorithm is presented for the combination of two 
theories E in T(F,X) and E' in T(F',X) where F and F'  denote two dis- 
joint sets of function symbols. E and E' are arbitrary equational theories 
for which are given, for E: a complete unification algorithm for terms in 
T(F U C, X), where C is a set of free constants and a complete constant 
elimination algorithm for eliminating a constant c from a term s; for E': 
a complete unification algorithm. E' is supposed to be cycle free, i.e., 
equations x = t where x is a variable occurring in t have no E'-solution. 
The method adapts to unification of infinite ~rees. It is applied to two 
well-known open problems, when E is the theory of Boolealt Rings or 
the theory of Abelian Groups, and E I is the free theory. Our interest o 
Boolean Rings originates in VLSI verification. 
1. In t roduct ion  
This section introduces our main notations and definitions. 
Given a denumerable set X of variables, and a graded set F of function sym- 
bols, T(F, X) denotes the free algebra over X, also called term algebra. Elements 
of  T(F,X)  are called terms. The set of variables occurring in t is denoted by 
V(t). We use sequences of integers to denote positions inside a term. Dora(t) is 
the set of positions of a term t. We write p < q if the position p is a proper prefix 
of the position q. t.head denotes the top function symbol of t. 
Substitutions are endomorphisms of T(F, X) with a finite domain. We denote by 
t~r the application of a substitution ~r to a term t. Dora(a) = {x E X ] x~r ~= z} 
is the domain ora ,  and VR(O ~) = {y ] 3xe  Dorn(~r), y6V(za)}  is the set of 
variables in the range of at. The restriction of cr to Y c X is denoted by 0fly. 
Unification is a fundamental mechanism in computer science, especially in 
logic programming, automated theorem proving and artificial intelligence in gen- 
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era[: Given two terms s and t, a substitution a is a unifier of s and t, or a 
solution of the equation s = t, if sa = to. A substitution 0 is an instance of a 
subst i tut ion a if 0 = ap (using postfix notation) for some substitution p, and a is 
said to be more general than O. It is well known (Robinson 65) that there exists a 
most general solution to any solvable equation s = t, called most general unifier 
of s and t, and denoted MGU(s , t ) .  Herbrand (Herbrand 30) and Martelli and 
Montanari  (Martelli & Montanari 82) see unification as a simplification process, 
that transforms a set of equations into another simpler set by applying inference 
rules, until a solved form is obtained from which the most general unifier can be 
easily computed. 
DEFINITION 1 A unification problem P is a set of equations, (si = ti ] i E [}. 
,4 unification problem {xi = ti [ i E I} such that Vi ~= j x~ r x i and ViVj 
xi ~ V(t j )  is said to be in solved form. 
An equation s = t is a particular case of unification problem. Another case 
is the MGU itself, which is a unification problem in solved form. 
The use of unification in equational theories goes back to Plotkin (Plotkin 72) 
who introduced minimal complete s ts of unifiers. Given an equational theory 
E, a subst itut ion a is an E-unifier of s and t, or an E-solution of the equation 
s = t if so- =E to. Two substitutions o-and 0 are said to be equal modulo E over 
V C_ X,  denoted a =~ 0, if Vz E V, zo- =E z0. A substitution 0 is an E-instance 
of a subst itut ion ~r over g if 0 =~ o-p for some substitution p, o- is said to be more 
general than 0 modulo E, and we write a <~ 0. Unfortunately, most general 
solutions do not exist in general (since leqE may not be well-founded) (Fages, 
Huet 1983; Bander 1989), and unification in an arbitrary theory E may even be 
undecidable. 
DEFINITION 2 Y]. is a complete set of unifiers of s and t modulo E away from 
W D_ Y (s )  U V(t),  denoted CSUE(s, t ) ,  or simply CSU(s , t )  when E is known 
from the conte~zt, if E satisfies the following three properties: 
1. vo- e r,, oo (o-) c w(s )u  v(t)  and W = 0 (idempotencV 
protectiou of variables), 
2. Vo- ~ ~, so" =E to" (correctness), 
3. Vo- r, ors =E o-It =~ ~o- E E such that a -E<YO)uV(t) ~rl (completeness). 
In addition, CSU(s ,  t) is called a complete set of most general unifiers or minimal 
CSU(s , t )  if a <WE 0 for no o-,O e CSCr(s,t). 
When it exists, CSU(s ,  t) is defined up to isomorphism (Pages and Huet 83), 
and may be type zero, unitary, finite or infinite (Raulefs et aL 79). Many theories 
of interest, e.g., associativity and commutativity (denoted AC), have finite CS Us, 
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and many algorithms computing such CSUs are known. For AC, see (Stickel 75) 
(Siekmann 78) (Fages 84) and (Kirchner 87). 
Constructing these algorithms is a hard task, hence automating (even par- 
tially) their construction is a relevant question. (Fay 79), (Hullot 80) and ( Jouan- 
naud et al. 83) show how to obtain such algorithms for theories defined by a con- 
vergent set of rules. (Kirchner 86) shows how to compute unification algorithms 
for syntactic theories for which the decomposition schemes (called mutation) are 
computed from the axioms of the theory. (Yelick 85) as well as (Kirchner 85) and 
(Tid~n 86) show how to combine unification algorithms for two disjoint theories 
E and E I in order to get a unification algorithm for the theory E U E I. These 
works all assume that E and E I are collapse free. Yelick and Kirchner assume in 
addition that all axioms in E and E I are regular. 
DEFINITION 3 An equational theory E is : 
*collapse free if it does not contain axioms of the form x : s, with x E V(s) ,  
-regular i fV(s)  = V(t) Ys = t 9 E. 
It is remarkable that the proof of a unification algorithm for one AC oper- 
ator is relatively easy, but becomes very difficult as soon as there are two such 
operators or some additional free operators. In particular, the termination of 
Stickel's algorithm has remained an open problem for close to a decade (Stickel 
75), (Fages 84). This shows that the combination task is usually the hard part 
of a unification problem. Allowing collapse axioms should therefore permit using 
the technique in many cases where an algorithm is known for a simple case, but 
not for the general one. This includes the boolean ring case, as well as the case 
of abelian groups. 
This paper shows how to solve the problem of combining a theory E with a 
theory E I, under the assumptions that a complete unification algorithm allowing 
arbitrarily many free constants is known for E, as well as a constant elimination 
algorithm, and E I is cycle free. 
DEFINITION 4 An equational theory E is cycle free (or simple) if equations of 
the form x = t where x E V(t) and X ~s t have no E-solution. 
Note that cycle free theories cannot have non-regular or collapse axioms: if 
s = t is a non regular axiom wi~h x e V(s) \ V(t), then {z ~ s} is a solution 
of x = s and a collapse axiom z = t where x E V(T) gives a straightforward 
solution to the equation z = t. 
Our general result is applied to the combination of B, the theory of boolean 
rings (Martin & Nipkow 86, Biittner & Simonis 86), or AG,  the theory of abelian 
groups (Lankford et al. 83), with the free theory. 
Of course E and E' are supposed to be consistent, i.e,, T(F ,X) /=~ and 
T(F  r, X)/=~, are not reduced to singletons. 
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Another solution to the same problem is given by Schmidt-SchaufJ(Schmidt- 
SchauB 88). This solution does not assume any hypothesis on E and E t. On the 
other hand, it is highly nondeterministic. 
2. Combined  theor ies  
We first recall some notations and definitions. See also (Huet & Oppen 80) and 
(Dershowitz & Jouannaud 88). 
Notat ions :  
F and F j denote two disjoint sets of function symbols, and X a denumerable set 
of variables. E and E I denote two equational theories on respectively T(F ,X)  
and T(F ' ,  X) .  
Usual unification algorithms in a theory E compute idempotent unifiers, i.e., 
substitutions a such that Dom(o~) N VR(cr) = O. Idempotent unifiers are indeed 
unification problems in solved form. 
Our method for handling non-regular equational theories with collapse axioms 
is based on two main concepts. The first one is introduced now, the second one 
appears in section 4. 
DEFINITION 5 Given a constant symbol r and an arbitrary term s E T(F, X), 
f inding a complete set of E-solutions for the equation s = w is called the constant 
matching problem in E. 
The constant matching problem is solvable in B, since a complete unification 
algorithm is known for B, which allows uninterpreted constant symbols (Martin 
& Nipkow 86; Biittner & Simonis 86). It is solvable in AG for the same reason 
(Lankford et al. 84). Note also that constant matching is impossible in the free 
theory. 
EXAMPLE 1 In B, {x ~ z, y ~-+ z} is a most general match from z + a + y to a. 
We can now make our basic assumptions precise. 
Bas ic  Assumpt ions :  
9 F and F t are disjoint sets, 
* E and E t are consistent, 
9 E has a finite complete unification algorithm, for terms in T(F  U C ,X)  
where C is an arbitrary set of free constants, 
9 E r is cycle free and has a finite complete unification algorithm. 
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9 In case E is not regular, a complete E-elimination algorithm is assumed 
known for E, as defined in section 4, in order to be able to break compound 
cycles (involving E and E') down. 
Terms in T(F  u F', X)  may involve function symbols in both F and F' ,  which 
forbids using E orE'-unification. Such terms will be decomposed into several 
terms of T(F, X )  o T(F ' ,  X). The following definitions are inspired from (Yelick 
85). 
DEFINITION 6 
Terms in T (F ,X)  and T (F ' ,X )  are said to be pure, 
terms in T (Fu  F ' ,X )  \ (T (F ,X)  UT(F ' ,X ) )  are said to be heterogeneous. 
DEFINITION 7 An equation s = t is pure in E (respectively in E') if s and t are 
both pure in T (F ,X)  (respectively in T (F ' ,X ) ) .  An equation s = t is impure if 
s andt  are pure, s e T (F ,X) \X  andt  e T (F ' ,X ) \X .  An equation s = t is 
heterogeneous i f  s or t is heterogeneous. 
Notat ions :  PE and PE' denote pure unification problems for respectively E and 
E'. Pr denotes an impure unification problem. PH denotes an heterogeneous 
unification problem, x = y where z and y are variables will always be considered 
as a pure equation in E'. 
EXAMPLE 2 Let F = {+, *,0, 1} and F' = {f ,g,  a}, then the equations z+l  = 0, 
9 = y .  z are pure in E .  = y + z is impure,  and f (O)  = i ,  
heterogeneous. 
DEFINITION 8 A unification problem P is said to be separated if it is of the form 
PE • PE', such that PE and PE' are pure in E and E' respectively, PE and P~, 
are both in solved form, there does not exist x = s C PE and x = t E PE' with 
t r X ,  and if x = y E PE' for x ,y C X,  one of x or y does not occur anywhere 
else in P. 
Pure equations will be solved in their own theory. Impure equations will be 
transformed into pure ones by constant matching i  E. Heterogeneous equations 
will be transformed into pure and/or impure equations by decomposing hetero- 
geneous terms into pure ones, as shown now: 
DEFINITION 9 [Yelick] Let t E T (F  u F ' ,X) ,  and jr be either F or F'. The 
homogeneous part 7 ~ of t with respect o 7 and the preserving substitution PT--.t 
f rom t ~ to t are defined by: 
case 
. rEX  
then  t 7 = t and PT-,t = {} 
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9 t = f ( t l , . . . , t ,~)  and / E Y 
then  t~ =- f (~r ,  ... ,~-~ j-) and P~-,t = P'~--*t~ U '" " U tP-~--,t,, 
else ~ ~ = x and P~t  = {x ~ t}, for a fresh variable x 
endcase  
By convention, i f  jr is not specified, t will denote the homogeneous part of t with 
respect to the set of function symbols its root belongs to. 
EXAMPL~ 3 Let F= {+,*,0,1}, andt=f (a )* f (O)*x .  Then~J r=x l*x2*x  
.nd  = f (0 )}  
To prove the completeness of our algorithm, we need a more subtle notion of 
homogeneity: 
DEFINITION 10 (Hsiang ~J Rusinowitch 87) Let < be a simplification ordering 
total on T (Fu  F I) and E a set of equations. We say that s rewrites to t and 
we write s ---*z t if there exist an equation I = r in E, a substitution ~r and a 
position p in Dorn(s) such that the subterm of s at position p is equal to lg, and 
t is the term obtained by replacing this occurrence of lo  by to in s, and s > t. 
l = r is said to be a rule i l l  > r. We denote by sJ. the normal-form ors for ---+E. 
The existence of s~ is guaranteed by the well-foundedness of <. E is said to be 
convergent on ground terms if or arbitrary ground terms s and t, sJ. -- tJ. iff s 
and t are equal under the equational theory = E. A proof s ~ . . . ~ . . . ~ . . . ~--t 
where s and t both rewrite in a finite number of steps on a same term is called a 
rewrite proof. 
Applying unfailing completion (Bachmair et al. 86; Hsiang & Rusinowitch 
87), to E U E' yields a (possibly infinite) convergent set R of equations for semi- 
deciding -----EuE' on ground terms. Since Ff3F' = ~, no overlap is possible between 
equations of E and E', hence R = Rz U RE, where the equations in RE (resp. in 
RE,) are pure in E (resp. in E'). By extending the ordering > to T(F  U F', X),  
variables being now treated as constants, we get a semi-decision procedure for 
=EuE' on terms in T (Fu  Ft ,X) .  The R-normal form of a term t will be denoted 
by t ~. The R-normal form of a substitution or is cr J.= {x ~-* (x~r) $}zCDom(o). 
DEFINITION 11 Let U C X be a set of variables such that there is a one-to-one 
mapping h from T(Fu  r ' ,  X)/=Eu~, to U. By convention, h(t) denotes the image 
by h o/ the class o f t  in T (Fu  F ' ,X) /=suE, .  net t E T (Fu  F ' ,X )  and 7 = F or 
F'. The U-homogeneous part ~ ~ of t with respect o jr is defined by: 
case 
* t~eX 
then  ~ ;~ = t 
9 t ~= f~ l , . . . , tn )  andre  7 
then  ~J" = f (~ ' , . . .  ,~7)  
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else 7 z = h(t) 
endc  ase 
The U-homogeneous part ~ 7 of a substitution a with respect o a set 7 of 
function symbols is ~ 7 = {x --~ ~ 7}~eDom(a ). 
The universal preserving substitution is Pu defined by pu(h(t)) = t 4. 
For all terms t E T(F  U F ' ,X  \ U), for all substitution e, for t = F or F', 
the following properties are satisfied: 
9 t E T(F, X)  ::*. (ta) J~=~ t(a ~) 
9 tET(F ' ,X ) : :~( ta )  $=B, t(a ~) 
Our unification algorithm is divided into two main steps: the first one called 
simplification transforms the original set of equations into a new equivalent sepa- 
rated and solved set P. This first step is mainly based upon slicing heterogeneous 
terms into pure ones and E-matching from a pure term to a variable considered 
as a constant. Once step 1 has been applied, either P is solved, or P admits cy- 
cles. The role of the second step is to break these cycles down by using a process 
called constant elimination. 
For better readability, we will assume in the sequel that E and E' are uni- 
tary (i.e., for any s and t, CSU(s ,  t) is either empty or reduced to a singleton). 
When this is not the case, all solutions in CSU(s, t )  must be collected. The 
algorithm can actually enumerate a complete set of solutions, even if the theory 
E is infinitary. This enumeration terminates iff E is finitary. 
3. S impl i f i cat ion  in ference  rules 
The algorithm is given as a set of inference rules which transform a unification 
problem P = PE U PE, U t'I U PH into a new one P'  = P~ U P~, u P} u P~r. 
The following definition distinguishes s veral kinds of variables in a unification 
problem: 
DEFINITION 12 A variable x is E-instanciated (resp. Etinstanciated) if there 
exists an equation x = t E PE (resp. x = t 6 PE' with t ~ X).  A variable is 
shared if it it occurs in PE and in an equation s - t o/PE' where s and t are not 
both variables. 
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3.1. THE INFERENCE RULES 
The following set $ of inference rules transforms an arbitrary unification problem 
into an equivalent separated one. If E is regular, this section subsumes (Yelick 
85) by giving a much simpler algorithm and proof for combining disjoint regular 
collapse-free theories. In particular, it yields a new simple proof of completeness 
of AC-unif ication (Fages 84). 
Vk  
S ---- t E PH H {-$ -~- t,xl = ul,...,xn---- un} 
if s or t is heterogeneous and 
E-Res  
Re 
if {xi ~ si,  . . . .  x,~ ~-+ s~} is a most general solution for the system PE, not in 
solved form. 
E~-Res 
RE' k {y l=t l , . . . ,Y .=t .}  
if {Yl ~-~ ti, . . . .  Yn ~-~ tn} is a most general solution for the system PE', not in 
solved form. 
E -Match  
s=t Pr 
if {x{ ~ si}iez is a most general E-match from s to a new variable z. 
Merge-E -Match  
(Ps I- PEaU{x i=s i} ie iuPE,  
if PE and RE' are both solved, 
x = t E Pg, and t @ X,  
where cr = {xi = si}ieI is a most general E-match from s to x. 
Var-Rep 
if z and y occur in P and x is not shared or y is shared. 
The rule Merge-E -Match  preserves the sets of solutions but does not ter- 
minate. A slightly different version is presented in section 3.2. where Merge-  
E -Match  is transformed into two different rules. These two rules implement a 
control that yields termination. 
3.2.  PARTIAL CORRECTNESS 
We show that all rules preserve the set of solutions of a unification problem. 
Lemma 1 V_A_ preserves the sets of solutions. 
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proo f  : Correctness: Le~ s and t be two terms, let ~/ be the preserving subst i tut ion 
"~ = p-~.,  u p~_~. If 0 is a solution to g =T t ,  and 0- unifies 0 and % then 0- is a solut ion 
tO 8 =T t. 
~O =T ~0 
g Oa =T ~ Oa 
80" =T to" 
by hypothesis 
by application of cr 
since 0- unifies 0 and 7 
since ~ 3' = ~ and t " /=  t. 
Completeness: let r be an E U E'-unif ier of ~ and t. We show that there exisgs 
substitut ion r which is an E U E' -solut ion of 
{'$ =t~zt  = u i , . . . , : rn  = u,} 
such that Vxe  Dora(C), q~(x) = r let {P I , . . - ,P , ,}  be the posit ions of {xt , . . . , x , ,}  
in g or ~. We define r by: 
= if 9 r 
r = sr if zl E Dom(~_~.,) 
~(x,) = tr if x, e Dom(p~__.t) 
r = r on variables of V(s) uV( t )  since (V(s) u V(t))Cl Dom(p:r U a__.t) = 0. 
is a solution of {zi = u~} for xi e Dom(pT-~,~): 
xir = (~ /Pl)r = (~ /Pi)r since v(tl) fl Dom(px--., U P~t--t) = O. 
But (s /p, )r  = (sr = x;r 
Symmetrical ly, r is a solution of {xi = ui} for x i 6 Dorn(pT__,t). 
Finally, q~ is a solution of ~ = ~ : 
= 8r =z~E,  tr . . . . .  ~ 
[] 
E -Res  and E~-Res  preserve  solut ions,  as a coro l lary  of  the fo l lowing [emma:  
Lemma 2 Assume that E and E t are consistent. Then -=Eug' is a conservative 
extension of both "-E and =E'.  
proof  : In (Tid~n 87). We give a dr~t ica l ly  simpler proof. Let s, t E T(F, X),  assume 
z =zug, t, and consider the rewrite proof provided by R = RE U Rs, .  Since E and 
E '  are consistent, R cannot contain any equation of the form x ~ s, with x ~ V(s). 
Since > is a simplif ication ordering, the equation x - s with z E V(s) is actual ly the 
rule s ~ x. Hence, if a ground term s rewrites to t with the equatlort I = r, then I is 
not a variable. Moreover, we can chose the ordering > in such a way that  pureterms in 
T(F, X) are strictly smaller then heterogeneous terms. Hence a term in T(F, X) must  
rewrite to another term in T(F ,X)  using a rule in RE. Since s and t are bo~h pure in 
E, and Rz, is pure in E' ,  no equation of R~, ,~pplies and the proof  is of the form : 
*--- ~-- t 
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hence s =E t. [] 
The  fo l lowing lemma shows that  :E -match  preserves the sets of solut ions:  
Ler rmaa 3 Lets  E T (F ,X)  \ X ar~d t E T (F ' ,X )  \ X .  I f  sa =muE' t~r, then there 
exist a variable x and two substitutions a ~ and a ~ such that (r :EuE '  a ~a" IvC~)uv(~) 
and scr' :E  z, xcr" :E '  t~, xM~.head ~ F ~. 
proof  : Le~ ~ be an arbitrary solution of s = t. We can assume without loss of 
general ity that (z is in normal form for R. Consider a rewrite proof from so" to to": 
sa=ul -~ uo-~. . . .  
This proof  is of the form: 
%~s -"*  ~2 "-'+ 
R~ ~gm ' ' '  
-~  e-- e-- Un. = to" Ui U I+ I  R ' R 
Ui --+ ~ i+ i  e-- +-- Ur  ~ 
RE R m, ' '  Bin, 
because the rules of R must apply at positions in the homogeneous parts of ui, for 
I _< 2' -< n since cr is in normal form for R and the rules are pure. Since E '  is collapse- 
free, RE, is also collapse-free, hence ui+l.head E F'. As a consequence, u{+tmus~ be a 
maximal  subterm of ui = set such that ui+,.head E F'. 
Let u i = ~]Fp~, for 2' E [1..n]. The proof between scz and ui+l lifts to ,x proof on the 
uj~----v. 5s as follows: 
R~ /?m ' ' ' R~ 
Let or' : ~F  M' : P~L. Then scr' =/~ x and xcr".head E F', and xo"" =E, tr  where 
z : h(u i+ l )  c X. [] 
COROLLARY 1 The following transformation preserves the sets of solutions :
Merge-E -Match  
where s e T (F ,X)  \ X and t E T (F ' ,X )  \ X 
and {xi ~-+ si}ieI is a most general match from s to x ~ V(s)  
proof  : 
Correctness: straightforward. 
Completeness: 
Since =EuE '  is an equivalence, (z =SUE, s, z =~u~'  t} ~:~ (s =~uE,  t, z =EUE' t}. 
By previous lemma~ the E U E'-solutions of s = t are of the form atcr '' where sa ' =E z 
and zo -t' - -E '  tG'cr" and z ~ X. But z = t E PE, and since E'  is cycle free, we can assume 
xa' E X. Hence the result. [] 
Unfor tunate ly  this rule causes non te rminat ion :  
Let  E = B and let E '  be the free theory.  Cons ider  the sys tem 
{x ---- f (a ) ,y  = f(b), z --- y + z} 
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a most general match from y + z to z is 
(we do not include renamings in the example), and the equivalent obtained system 
P' is 
{x = f (a ) ,y  =/ (b ) ,y  = x + z} 
which is symmetric to the input one. 
A solution to the non-termination problem is provided by the following lemma 
Lemma 4 
Assume z = s , ,  z - t, and y -- tu belong to P with t , , tu  E T (F ' ,X )  \ X and 
s, E T(F,  X) \ X .  Assume Merge-E -Match  is applied to {z = s , ,  x = t~} and 
yields a new equation y = s u with s~ e T (F ,X)  \ X.  Then the application of 
Merge-E -Match  to {y = sy,y = tu} can be restricted to the case where x is 
instanciated by a variable. 
proof  : Let cr be a solution of P. By lemma 3 and corollary I~ every solution o" of P 
is of the form c, = ~r'~ c~"x with srcr!~. . =E x and_ x~r~' =E' t~. 
Assume that a most general E-matc!~ r fl'om s~. to x is such that yo-~ = sy e T(F, X ) \X ,  
hence y = s u is one of the equations inferred by Merge-E-Match. Applying lemma 
3 to {y = s~/, y : t:,j}, we get C~"~r. = %jcr.~ I '  " where cr.~j' is an E-match front s~j to y. Since 
' ca~u~ot be a term in T(F,X) \ X (otherwise, xa~ =~, tx.a, and t~a.head ~ F', xcr.~ I 
E-equality steps would be necessary from xa!: to t~a). [] 
The following two rules implement Merge-E -Match  with the following con- 
trol : 
When a merge on x is performed which E-instanciates previously E'- 
instanciated variables, the induced potential Merge-E -Match  are treated 
immediately after. 
In order not to E-instanciate a variable x to which Merge-E -Match  has 
just been applied, z will be marked and treated as a constant while perform- 
ing these E-matches. By previous lemma, it is not necessary to consider the 
solutions that E-instanciate x, but treating marked variables as constants in 
the computation of the induced E-matches induces a loss of completeness: 
possible solutions that identify two marked variables are lost. Completeness 
is preserved by allowing to identify z to any E'-instanciated variable after 
marking it. 
At this point we need modify the form of our formulae by stacking induced 
merges and marked variables in order to formally define the control we want. 
Items in the stack are pairs of an equation and a set of marked variables. 
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When P/~ contains the equation x = s and P/~, the equation x = t (for 
s e T(F, X) \ X and t e T(F',  X) \ X) the rule Mem- In i t  initializes the stack 
by pushing the equation x = s and the set of marked variables {z} onto it. 
Mera - In i t  also removes x = s from PE. 
When the stack is not empty, the rule Mern- l~ec has priority over all the 
other rules. Mem-:Rec pops an item < x = 8, SM-V > from the stack and 
computes e, a MGUE(s, z) while treating the variables in SMV as constants. 
The substitution o"is then applied to PE, and the equivalent equations are added 
to P. The possible merges that are induced by the resolution of the merge on x 
are then pushed onto the stack and x can be identified nondeterministical ly to an 
ELinstanciated variable z. Then z = z is added to P and {z ~ x} is applied to 
PE and to the stack, and for all Yi such that yi is E'- instanciated and yla ~ X, 
< Yi = yia{z ~ x}, SM-V u {yi{z ~-~ x}} > is pushed onto the stack. 
Finally: 
Mem- In i t  
x=s E PE x= t EPE , ,Empty  F x= tE  PE' ,push < s = x ,{x} > onto 
Empty 
if s e T (F ,X)  \ X and t e T (F ' ,X )  \ X 
Mem-Rec  
PE, push < s = x, SM-V" > onto S 
b PEaO U {xi = si}ie~ U {z = x},push < yl~O = y lO ,SMV U {ylO} > 
onto. . .onto 
push < yn~r8 = y~8, SMV U 
{YnO} > onto S~O 
if ~r ~ CSUE(s, x) where variables in SMV are treated as constants, 
8 = (z ~ x} for some E'-instanciated variable z that is chosen nondeterministi- 
cally, 
{xi -= si}iEI is the restriction of cr to non-E'-instanciated variables. 
Of course, all other inference rules apply only if the stack is empty. We do 
not make this change for sake of readability. 
Lernma 5 The application of Mem- In i t  followed by the application of Mem-  
Rec as long as possible (denoted Mem- In i t  Mem-Rec* )  preserves the set of 
solutions. 
proof  : Completeness of Mem-Ini t  is straightforward. 
Completeness of Mem-Rec follows from lemma 4 and from the previous discussion about 
considering variables as constants. [] 
If E or E I is not unitary, remember that we must collect all possible solutions 
every time E-unification or Etunif ication is performed. 
Finally Yar -Rep  is trivially correct and complete since E-equality is a con- 
gruence. Hence: 
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PROPOSITION 1 If S terminates, it returns a separated system equivalent to the 
input system. 
proof  : All rules preserve solutions and if a problem is not separated, some rule must 
apply. [3 
Note that Var -Rep  is necessary to make potential merges appear: 
If PE = {z = s} and PE, = {x = t,x ---- z} with s E T(F,X)  \Z  and t e 
T(F ' ,X)  \ X, then Var -Rep  yields PE = {z = s} and PE' = {z = t ,x = z} 
to which Mern- In i t  applies. We will assume that Var- iRep has priority over 
the other rules. As a consequence, all cycles in a separated system, involve only 
equations of the form x = t where t ~ X. 
3.3.  TERMINATION 
The termination proof needs a few more definitions and notations: 
DEFINITION 13 
The theory height TH(s) of a term s is defined as follows: if s is pure, 
then TH(s )  = 1, else let {xl ~ t l , . . . , x ,  ~ try} = pz--,~, and Tg(s )  = 
1 + max(TH(ti))ie[1..,q. 
DEFINITION 14 THm~t(P) denotes the multiset of the theory heights of hetero- 
geneous terms in P. 
IE(P) denotes the number of impure equations in P, 
SV(P)  denotes the number of shared variables in P, 
PM(P)  denotes the number of potential applications of Merge-E -Match ,  i.e., 
the number of variables z such that x = s E PE and x = t ~ PE, for some 
s, teX .  
The weight of P is 
W(P) =< THrauI(P) , IE(P) ,SV(P) ,PM(P)  > 
The ordering <w between unification problems is obtained by comparing lezico- 
graphically the components of W(P), using <,~ut, the multiset extension of the 
ordering < on natural numbers, for the first component, and < for the others. 
Since < is well founded, and multiset and lexicographic extentions preserve 
well founded orderings, then <w is well founded. 
Lentma 6 
If PE i~ solvedj then after applying Mem- in i t  Mem-Rec* ,  PE is still solved. 
If applying Var -Rep,  then E ' -Res  after Mem- in i t  Mem-Rec*  increases 
PM(P) ,  then Var -Rep decreases strictly SV(P).  
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proof  ; Mem-init  removes the equation x = 8 from PE, hence PEis still in solved 
form. The domain of the substitution crthat is applied to PE by Mem-Rec contains no 
E-instanciated variable, hence applying it to PE, and adding the equivalent equations to 
PE leaves P~ in solved form. 
The application f Mem-init  Mem-lZec* followed by Var-Rep and E'-Res may create 
a new potential application of Mem-In i t  only if two E'-instanciated variables z and y 
are identified, othewise, PE, would remahl solved and no new E'-instanciated shared 
variable is created. In this case, x and y were both shared before applying Mem-in i t  
Mem-lZec* and when Var-Rep is applied to x and y, it decreases strictly SV(P). [] 
PROPOSITION 2 S terminates. 
proof  : VA decreases strictly the multiset of theory heights of heterogeneous terms in 
P. Since no rule can increase TH,,~,,I(P), YA cannot be applied infinitely many times. 
E-Match decreases the nmnber of impure equations in P. Since only VA can add 
impure equation~ to P, E-Match cannot be applied infinitely many times. 
We are left to show that the other rules terminate when neither VA nor E-Mat:ch are 
applied. Note that VA and E-Match are the only rules that may increase SV(P). -gar- 
Rep cannot be applied infinitely many times on a row, and it does not increase W(P) 
and I~-Res and l~-Res can apply only once in a row. 
As long as Mem-init  Mere-Nee* leaves PE' in solved form, PM(P) decreases at every 
application of Mem-init  Mem-l~ec*, when an application of E' -Res becomes possible, 
then it may incre~e PM(P), but by lemma 6, SV(P) has decreased in the meantime. 
[] 
As a corollary: 
THEOREM 1 Given a unification problem P, either S terminates with failure if 
there is no separated system equivalent o P or it returns a separated problem 
pt = PE U PE, equivalent to P otherwise. 
If P' contains no cycle for the occur-check relation (z < y if z = s E P with 
s ~ X and y E V(s)), then it is almost solved, else possible cycles must be broken 
up before to apply any replacement. 
4. Break ing  cycles 
4. 1. VARIABLE ELIMINATION 
If there are cycles in the separated problem PE ~J PE' yielded by S, they must all 
be of the form: 
C = {zl =E' tl, x2 =E t2 . . . . .  x2n =E t'2n} where 
Vi e [1..2n], xi+l(mo,~2,~) e V(ti) and V ie  [1..n], 
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t2~ ~ T(F ,X)  \ X and t2i-1 E T (F ' ,X )  \ X ,  
since P is separated. 
In order to handle non-regular axioms, as allowed in E, we introduce some 
more definitions. 
DEFINITION 15 (variable elimination) 
A substitution cr E-eliminates a variable x from a term t E T (F ,X)  if xa e X 
and there exists a term u =s  tcr such that x~ ~ V(u).  We will also say that cr is 
an E-el iminator of x in t. 
EXAMPLE 4 Let E be the theory of boolean rings (B). The substitution cr = 
a variable and ta =B 0 in which x I does not occur. The substitution {x ~ 0} is 
not a B-el iminator of x in t because it maps x onto a non-variable term. 
A problem eontaing a cycle can be solved using variable elimination: 
Let P = PE U Pr where PE = (z = x ,y}  and P/~, = {x = f(z)} be a unification 
problem in the combination orb  and the free theory. There is a cycle in the graph 
of the occur-checkrelationsinxez < x andx < z. Ira = {x~ x',y~--~ (xt+l)*y '} 
is applied to PE and the corresponding equations x = x' and y = (x ~ + t) * yS are 
added to PE, the problem P' = (z = z ' ,y  = (z' + 1) * y' ,z = 0, x = f (z)} is 
obtained. Now after applying Var -Rep  we get P" = {x = x',y = (x+ 1)* y' ,z = 
0,x  = f(z)} which is a separated problem with no cycle. 
Variable el imination is the basic mechanism for solving cycles: 
Lerra'na 7 Let t E T (F ,X) ,  and a be a substitution in R-normal form. If x is 
not eliminated from t by ~ and xa.head E F ~, then xa is a subterm of (tcr) ~. 
proof  : 
(t~r) J.= (t~zp.,,) ,[= (tY F) ~ p,, =z tYrP,,. Since p,, is normalized and t~ F is pure in 
E, all RE rewrite steps from t~fp,,  to (t~ F) $ p,, are performed in the homogeneous 
part t~ g 
Since za.head C F' and ~F does not etimi.nate ~ from t, h(x~r) E V((t~ F) ~), hence 
Lamina  8 Let t E T (F ' ,X ) ,  and let ~r be a substitution in R-normal form. 
z ~ V(t)  and z~.head e F, then x~ is a subterm of (to) ~. 
proof  : Similar to previous proof. [] 
ff 
Len~mla 9 Let C be the cycle 
C = {zl =E' t l ,x2 =~ t2,. . . ,x2,~ =E t.2,~} where 
vi e e v(t ) and Vr 
e X) \ X and T(F', X) \ X. 
If a i~ a solution of C, then there exists i ~ [1..n] such that yF  eliminates 
z2,'+l(,no~ ,~) from t'zi. 
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proof  : We can assume without loss of generality that x2i-Umo,t 2,on.head E F' for 
i E [l..nl because E' is collapse free. Then, for i ~ [1..n 1, z2~_1~ F = h(x2i- la) E X. 
If (7 is a solution of C, then a must also be a solution of C' = {xt =E' t l ,x2 =~ 
t2 ~r ,  xa~ F =z, t3 , . . . ,  ~:~.n =~ t,.n~ r}  since a = ~rpu  and ~F is idempotent. Assume 
~F eliminates no x,.i+~{,~o,L,.~) from t2i. We show that this yields a contradiction: 
Assume first that t2~N F =~ h(x21+l~r) Vi 6 [1..n], then C' is equivalent to {xt = tt, x2 = 
h(ta~), xa~ F : ta . . . . .  x.%~-~ F = t~.n-l, x.~,~ = h(xia)} Therefore a is a solution of 
t~ : t~{~2 ~ t~{~ - t~ . .  {~.~,~ ~ t~}-}}  
which is a pure equation in E' between a term and one of its proper subterms, because 
xi+l E V'(ti), a contradiction. 
Assume now without loss of generality that t~n~ r is not E-equal to a variable. We show 
that (x~cr) J. is a proper subterm of (t2,~-ma) J, for m ~ [1..2n - 1], by induction on m. 
Basis: If rn -- 0, by lemma 7, (xta) ~ is a subterm of (t,~cr) J.. It is a proper subterm 
since (x~cr) J..head e F' and (t~.n~r) J..head e F. 
Inductive step: Assume (xt~r) ~. is a proper subterm of (t~.,~_mCr) * for m E [0..2n - 2]. 
By [emma 7 (if rn is odd) or s (if m is even), (~_ ,~)  $ is a subterm of (t~.~_lm+tlcr) ]., 
hence (z~cr) J. is u proper subterm of (t2r~-,nCr) ~. 
We have shown that (xw) $ is a proper subterm of (tta) J., i.e., of itself which is a 
contradiction. [] 
COROLLARY 2 The following transformation preserves the set of solutions : 
E l iml  
PEu PE' I- PE~r U P~, U {x~' = s j} je j  
I f  P = PE U PE' contains the cycle 
C = {Xl =s '  t l , x2  :E  t2, . . . .  x2n =E t2n} where 
Vi ~ [1..2n], ~{+~(~o~2.) e V(ti) and Vi E [1..n], 
t2~ ~ T(<x)  \X  and t2~-, ~ T(F', X ) \X ,  
and o" = {x j  = s j} je  J is a most general E-el iminator of x2i+l(mod2n) from t2i for 
some i e [1..n]. 
Unfor tunate ly ,  $ t.J {E l iml}  does not terminate:  
Let  E = B and let E '  be the free theory. Consider the unif ication problem 
: P1 = {x = f (x l ,y ) , z l  = x§  A most general e l iminator of x in x+y is 
{y H x + y'}, and applying E l lml ,  we get the equivalent system P= = {xl = 
y ' ,x  = f (xa ,y ) ,y  = x + y'} to which Var -Rep  applies, yielding Pa = {xl = 
y', x = f (x l ,  y), y = x + z l  }. Apply ing now E l iml  to the cycle involving y yields 
a prob lem contain ing P~. 
Solv ing this prob lem needs to memorize which edges have been removed from 
the occur-check graph G associated with the occur-check relat ion <. For this 
purpose,  We adapt  the previous not ion of a unif ication problem: in the sequel, a 
uni f icat ion prob lem will be ~L pair < P, SC  > where P is a unif ication problem 
as def ined unti l  now and SC is a set of constraints, i.e., a set {(xk, Yk)}ke~: of 
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oriented pairs of variables representing the edges of G that have been removed 
when applying E l iml .  
Lemma 10 The application of E l iml  can be restricted to the case where it does 
not introduce a previously removed edge in G. 
proof  : Let P be a unification problem containing the cycle 
C = {x, =E, tt,x2 =E t2,.. . ,x2n =~ t2~} where 
Vi C [1..2n], xi+~(m,,,t~,~) e V(tl) and Vi e [1..n], 
t~; ff T(F, X) \ X and t2i-,  e T(F', X) \ X. 
By lemma 9, all ~he solutions of P are of the form a'o I' where err E-eliminates ome 
x~.i+t( ...... z~,,.) from t2i. Assume El iml  removes (z~;,x~i+t( ...... z~,~)) from G and that 
further applications of E l iml  yield a cycle free problem for which (x2i, x2i+tl,,.,,,~2~l) 6 
(7. Then by lenlma 9, there exists some 3'# i, 3"E [1..n] such that (z2~, x2/+ti,,,,,L2,~)} 6 
G. Such a solution is subsumed by the solution obtained by chosing nondeterministically 
the elimination of z2y+l{,,,,,12,~} from t2i. [] 
In other words, we compute the solutions that remove an edge 
(x2i, X2i+l(mod2n)) forever. 
4.2.  CONSTANT ELIMINATION 
Again, we can omit substitutions that E-instanciate E~-instanciated variables 
because E t is cycle free. By ~reating them as constants, we may loose solutions a 
such that xa = z, ya = z where z 9 X and x, y are two EI-instanciated variables. 
Before to eliminate x2i+l from t21, and break a cycle down, a substitution will 
be applied nondeterrninistically to the variables to be eliminated in order to take 
into account all such possible substitutions. Er-instanciated are then treated as 
constants. 
DEFINITION 16 Given a set Y of variables, a variable identification over Y is a 
substitution 0 = {xi ~-* Yi}~er where xi,y~ 9 YW 9 I. 
Let us adapt E-elimination to constants : 
DEFINITION 17 A substitution o" is an E-e l iminator  of a constant c 9 C f rom a 
term t 9 T(  F u C, X )  if  there exists a term u ----E t~r such that e does not occur 
i n  U, 
DEFINITION 18 Given a set {(ct,t l ) , . . . , (c~,t ,~)} where ci e C and t~ E T (Fu  
C, X )  for i 9 [1..n], f inding a set E such that 
1. Va  9  V i  9  [1..n], a is an E-el iminator of cl in t~ 
2. Wz such that Vi 9 [1..n] ~ is an E-el iminator of ci in ti, 3o t @ ~ cr I ~E  cr 
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is called the constant elimination problem in E. 
Many theories of interest have such a complete constant elimination algo- 
rithm. This is the case of Boolean Rings, as well as Abelian Groups, as seen in 
section 5. This problem, however, is not straightforward in general. 
When an edge (x2i,x2i+l) of the occur-check graph G is broken, the pair 
(x2i, x2i+l) is added to SC,  and yields a new elimination problem: 
DEFINITION 19 Given a set of constraints SC  = ((x~,yk)}kEg, the constant 
elimination problem associated to SC  in P is {(xi, s) I Y~ = s e PE, k ~ K}. 
EXAMPLE 5 Let SC  = {(x l ,y l ) , (x2,y2)} and DE = {Yl = Q,Y2 = t2} C P. the 
constant elimination problem associated with SC in P is SC  = ( (x l , t t ) , (x2 , t2)} .  
A cycle of the form 
C = {xt =E' tt ,z2 =E t2 , . . . , z~,  =E t2,~} where 
Vi E [1..2n], xi+l(,nod2r~) E V(ti)  and Vi E [1..n], 
t2; e T(F, x) \ x and t2 -1 e T(F', X) \ X, 
in a unification problem < P, SC > is broken down by the following nondeter- 
ministic rule: 
E l im 
PE U PE' ~- I~EOff U {x] = s]}je J kJ PE' U {xk = Yk}kaK 
sc  scu{( 2i+l( od2.l,z2i)} 
if P is separated, 
0 = {x~ = Yk}~tr is a variable identification over the set of E'- instanciated 
variables in the constant elimination problem CEP associated with SC u 
{(X2i+l(mod2n),Z2i) ) n P, 
= {zj = s i} ie j  is a solution of CEPO, where E'- instanciated variables are 
treated as constants. 
Lemma 11 El irn preserves the sets of solutions. 
proof  : By lemma 9, some Z2i+tlrr~,,,Z2n } I ust be eliminated from to~i, and by lemma 
10, we 1teed not consider E-eliminators that reintroduce in the occur-check graph some 
previously removed edge. By treating E'-instancia~ed variables as constants, we loose 
the solutions that make equal two different E'-instanciated variables. But such a solution 
is an instance of the corresponding v~iable identification. Finally, applying 0cr to PE 
while adding {zj. = sj}je.7 alld {Zk = Yk}keK to P is necessary to have P~ in solved 
form. [] 
4 .3 .  TERMINATION 
It is possible that applying E l im yields a system < P, SC  > in which P is not 
separated anymore. Then the simplification rules of $ must be applied again to 
P. The following lemma shows that this cannot happen i finitely many times: 
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Lemrna 12 After El irn is applied, PE is still solved. 
If applying Var-Rep,  then E' -Res  after El im increases PM(P) ,  then Var -Rep  
decreases strictly SV(P) .  
proof  : Simil~ to proof of lemma 6. [] 
PROPOSITION 3 S U {Elirn} terminates. 
proof  : Elim cannot apply infinitely many times in a row because it decreases the 
number of possible dges between shared variables in the graph G. By previous lemma, 
if an application of Elim is followed by applications of the rules of $, then SV(P) 
decreases. []
A last step can finally be performed to construct he solution of P by using 
replacement: 
Rep  
{x = s} U P b- {x = s} U P{x ~ s} 
if x occurs in P and (s is not a variable or s occurs in P), and P is in normal 
form for $ U { El im}. 
We can now state our main result: 
THEOREM 2 S U{ E l im}U(Rep} computes aCSUE /or terms in T(FU U ,X) .  
5. App l i ca t ion  to Boo lean  Rings and  Abe l ian  Groups  
Results in this section are also in (Schmidt-SchauB 88). Based on a theorem by 
LSwenheim, Martin and Nipkow (Martin & Nipkow 86) give a complete unifica- 
tion algorithm for boolean terms with free constants. 
Another solution for boolean unification is given in (Biittner & Simonis 86) 
which directly computes a most general solution, and has the relevant advantage 
that it does not E-instanciate all the variables in V(s) u V(t). It is possible to 
chose which variables are to be E-instanciated.This allows to decrease the number 
of applications of the rules Mem- In i t  and Mem-Rec  by avoiding many merges. 
The algorithm for solving the equation t = 0 is the following: 
proc solve (t: term) returns(subst)  
i f t  =0  
then re turn  {} else 
if t : (z* tl) + t2 
then  let ~ = solve((tl + 1) * t2) 
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i f  ~r = fail 
then  re turn  (fail) 
else re turn  (o" o {x ~-, ((tl + 1) ,u )  -b t2}) 
(*where u is a fresh variable*) 
end l f  
else re turn  (fail) 
end i f  
end i f  
endproc  
The constant elimination problem is solvable in B: Let C = {al, . . . .  a~} be a 
set of free constants. Let EP = {@1, t l ) , . . . ,  (cn, t~)} be a constant elimination 
problem such that  cl E C Vi E [1..n]. Let {Xl , . . .  ,xm} be the set of variables oc- 
curring in t l , . . . ,  tn, and le~ {Pl . . . .  ,p2k} be the set of pairwise distinct products 
of constants in C modulo associativity, commutat iv ity and idempotence of * (the 
empty product  is denoted by 1). Since T ({+,* ,  0, 1}, X)/= B is a vector space 
over {0, 1} with basis (P l , . . .  ,p~k},a most general substitution ~ in T(F  uC,  X )  
can be written: 
{Zi ~ Zi,lPl J r ' ' '  -l- zl,2kp2k }ie[i..m ] 
where the xi,js are fresh variables. Let us apply a to tl, . . . .  t,,, and express tict 
with respect o {Pt , . . . ,P2k}:  
2 k I tic~ =B ~j=zs~dP] = ti 
where sl,i is a term in which no constants of C occurs. Now a h ~ C does not 
occur in t} iff si,i = 0 for all j such that ah occurs in pj. Hence, the solutions of 
EP are the solutions of the unification problem in B : 
= o l (ak,ti) E EP,  ak ~ Pi} 
The case of abelian groups is quite similar. (Lankford et al. 84) describes a 
complete unification algorithm. This algorithm accepts uninterpreted constants, 
solving the constant matching problem. Finally, variable elimination is performed 
in a similar way by applying a most general substitution and making equal to 0 
the coefficients of the constants that must be eliminated. 
6. Conc lus ion  
Using a very general technique, we have solved two well-known open problems: 
unif ication in boolean rings and in abelian groups with free function symbols. 
The former case has been implemented in LeLisp on a SUN under UNIX4.2. 
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This work leaves open the problem of combining two arbitrary theories E and 
E' with E and E' accepting non-regular and collapse axioms. This problem is 
solved in (Schmidt-SchauB 88), and the solution involves more nondetermlnism. 
Note finally that our termination proof is much simpler than the corresponding 
proof in (Fages 84), (Yelick 85) and (Kirchner 85). This is mainly due to the 
absence of an explicit replacement rule, except at the very end. The measure is 
not drastically different : shared variables are essentially Yelick's multivars, but 
delaying replacement until the end makes much easier to prove that the weight 
decreases. Variable replacement is sufficient o handle the interactions between 
the different subproblems. 
Of course, replacement may be needed inside E-Res or E~-Res. This question 
will be discussed in a forthcoming paper in AC-unification. 
Another advantage of using merge instead of replacement is that our method 
extends automatically to unification of infinite trees by using appropriate unifi- 
cation algorithms in E-Res and E~-Res for infinite trees and removing the rules 
Elh'n and l~ep. 
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Appendix: Implementation 
The algorithm has been implemented in LeLisp 15.2 on a SUN workstation. 
E and E~-resolution, E-elimination, as well as the function that normalizes terms 
in T(F, X) are parameters in the program. 
The boolean unification algorithm described in (Biittner & Simonis 86) allows 
a very relevant optimization because it does not compute a MGU that instan- 
ciates all the variables of the unified terms. Hence it is possible to avoid many 
merges that would appear using (Martin & Nipkow 86). Of course this improve- 
ment requires a slight modification of the boolean unification algorithm in order 
to use Et-instanciated variables. 
The  cycles are all broken at the same time after computing the minimal sets 
of edges to be removed in the occur-check graph and the variable identifications 
that are compatible with E ~. 
The implementation allows to collect all solutions in MGUEuE' (s, t), but we 
present some examples where the user is asked to chose a branch at nondeter- 
ministic steps. 
An additional rule S impl i f  is added that removes "useless" equations of the 
form v = t where v is a variable that was not in the original problem and v
occurs nowhere else in P and t is not a variable of the original problem, or t 
occurs somewhere lse in P. The rule is applied after every application of Var -  
l~ep, in order to remove equations x = z I where x I is a new variable that occurs 
nowhere else. 
The original rule E-match is replaced by the following 
(8  = t )  = 8 ,z  = t)  
if s e T(F,X)  \ X and t e T (F ' ,X )  \ X, for a fresh variable x. 
hence all theory clashes are taken care of by the rules Mem- In i t  and Mem- l~ec .  
The following examples how how the rules transforms a unification problem. 
When a separated system is obtained which admits no cycle, then the program 
prints it and stops. The system is not really solved yet: to obtain a solution, it 
is still necessary to perform replacement. 
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The program first reads some equations,  then it applies var iable abst ract ion  as long 
as possible : 
TYPE YOUR EQUATIONS (. WHE~; F IH ISHED)  
? f (x) +f (y) =f (a) +f (b) 
? 
*****VARIABLE ABSTRACTIOI~ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
*** PE *** 
v l  + v2 = v3 + v4 
*** PE' *** 
v l  = f(x) 
v2 = f(y) 
va = f(a) 
v4 = f (b) 
Now, after v~iab le  abstract ion,  the subprob lem Pz' in the free theory  is in a so lved 
form, while Pc  is not. The rule E - l~es  is then applied. Note ~llat ehe equat ions between 
variables are added to Pc' rather  than to PE. 
*****E-RESOLUTION 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
*** PE *** 
v l  = v7 + v8 + v9 
*** PE ' ***  
v2 = v7 
v3 = v8 
v4 = v9 
vl = f(x) 
v2 = f(y) 
v3 = f (a )  
v4 = f (b) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Var -Rep  applies, and at the same time, tile addi t ional  ru le S impl i f ,  aad the ob- 
ta ined problem is: 
*****VAR-REP 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
*** PE *** 
v l  = v2 + v3 + v4 
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*** PE'***  
v l  -- f (x)  
v2 = fCy) 
v3 -- f(a) 
v~ = f (b)  
Now the variable V, has a value in both the flee theory and in the boolean theory. 
To solve the merge, Mem- In i t  puts the equation v, = v2 + vs + v4 onto the stack. The 
variable vl is marked, and the equation is removed from PE. 
*****HEM-IHIT 
*** PE *** 
*** PE'***  
v l  = f (x )  
v2 = f(y)  
v3 = f(a)  
v4 -- f (b) 
*** STACK *** 
vl = v2 + v3 + v4 
Marked  Var iab les  : (vl) 
Mem- l lec  applies now and computes a most general match in B from v2 + v3 + v4 
to vi. The corresponding equations are added as well as the identkfication of vi and v4 
chosen by the user. The new equation v2 = vl2 + v ,3  + vl  on whic a merge applies is 
pushed onto the stack, but it is simplified because we have v~ = vl3 and vi = v4, and it 
becomes  v2 = v12. 
*****HEM-REC 
5lATCHING v2 + v3 + v4 0tIT0 vl 
A ~,~GM IS 
v2 -- -> v12 + v13 + vl 
v3 -- -> vi2 
v4 -- -> v13 
vl may be ident i f ied  to a var iab le  in (vl v2 v3 v4) 
chose v4 
*** PE'*** 
v13 = vl 
v3 = v12 
v4 = v13 
vl  = f (x )  
v2 = f (y)  
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v3 = f (a )  
v4 = f (b) 
*** STACK *** 
v2 = v12 
Marked Var iables : (v2 vl) 
The next application of Mem-Rec  is trivial, and we obtain a pure problem in the 
free theory: 
*****MEM-REC 
MATCHING v12 OtlTO v2 
A MGM IS 
vi2 ---> v2 
*** PE *** 
*** PE' *** 
v12 = v2 
v3 = v12 
vl = f (x )  
v2 = f (y) 
v3 = f (a) 
vi = f(b) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
V~riable replacement and simplification ~pply: 
*****VAR-REP 
*** PE *** 
*** PE'*** 
vl = f(x) 
v2 = f(y) 
v2 = f(a) 
vl --- f (b) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The problem can now be solved iR the free theory, then simplified, and tlle program 
stops. 
*****E' -RESOLUTION 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
*** PE *** 
*** PE'*** 
v2 = f(a) 
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y = a 
vl = f (b) 
x=b 
*****SlMPLIFICATI0~I 
*** PE *** 
*** PE '  *** 
y= a 
x=b 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
******THE SYSTEM IS [~OW SOLVED 
*** PE *** 
*** PE ' ***  
y=a 
x=b 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The fol lowing example  shows how E l im removes  the cyc lesand how terminat ion  is 
prov ided by memor iz ing  the prev ious ly  removed edges. The  second e l iminat ion  prob lem 
takes into account  that  x must  not  be re in t roduced in the va lue  of y and  the program 
terminates  w i th  fai lure. 
We s tar t  wi th  a prob lem conta in ing  the cycle x < y < z The  ru le E l im removes  x from 
the w lue  of y: 
*** PE *** 
y= X+ Z 
*** PE ' *** 
x = f (y ,z )  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ELII~INATIIIG 
x FROI,I x + z 
IU 
*** PE *** 
y=x+z 
*** Pm ' *** 
x = f (y , z )  
Atl ELII~iIIt]ATOR IS 
z - - ->  z5  + x 
***  PE *** 
Z = Z5 + X 
*** pE ' **~r 
y=z5 
x = f (y ,z )  
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Elirn has introduced a new cycle z < z < x. It applies again trying to remove x 
from the value of z, but without reintroducing it in the value of y. This is impossible 
~nd the program stops with failure. 
EL IMIHAT ING 
x FRON z5 
x FRO~I z5 + x 
I[I 
*** PE *** 
Z = z5 + X 
***  PE ' ***  
y = z5 
x = f(y,z) 
FA ILURE IN BOOLEAN UNIFICATIO[I 
For more detailed experimentation see LI~I internal report  429, Acknowledge- 
ment  This resem'ch was partially supported by GRECO Programmation a d FIRTECH 
Orsay. 
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